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Presentation Notes
        Good afternoon!  My name is Karin Allen, I am a Principal Analyst at the Regional Transportation Authority, or RTA, of Northeastern Illinois.  One of the tasks we perform at RTA is a performance measurement program where we gather and report data from all three of our Service Boards, which are CTA (which has bus and heavy rail), Metra commuter rail, Pace Suburban Services (which has bus, vanpool, and dial-a-ride), and the regional ADA Paratransit program operated by Pace.  We have over a decade’s worth of annual reports that use their data and also National Transit Database data to look backward at performance trends at a systemwide level and by mode.  We do much of the same work in our peer review reports, where we compare transit performance from the primary operators of the top ten most populated regions of the country and for comparable peers for each mode.  All those performance reports can be found on RTA’s website at RTAChicago.org.
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COVID-19 DASHBOARD
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Today I’m going to give you a look at the dashboard projects we’ve been working on since COVID began in March of 2020.  Early in the pandemic our Service Boards were meeting weekly to discuss service changes, best practices, and other issues, and I was providing that group with news and service updates from the peer agencies we use in our performance reports.  In an effort to provide a more visual display of the data and to mirror what many of our peers were doing as far as providing ridership updates on a much more frequent basis, the COVID dashboard was put on our website.  For over two and a half years now, we’ve kept it as up-to-date as possible, providing three ways to look at ridership:The top middle panel has stacked bars which show average weekday ridership by fixed-route mode, with the top bar showing a comparable week in 2020, the middle bar is 2021, and the bottom has 2022 data.  The panel on the bottom left uses Replica data to show the percent change in ridership of ALL modes of travel in the Chicago region compared to March 2020.  Replica is a data collection tool that gets real-time location information from cell phones and other sources and includes all travel data, so auto, transit, bicycle, pedestrian, etc.The bottom middle panel shows the percent change in weekly ridership as compared to March 2020 for the Chicago area’s fixed-route services.  You can hover over any point on the timeline to see the change.  At this point, transit ridership declines are roughly equal to overall trip reduction as shown by the Replica data.Our transit operations are funded by two main sources, sales tax and fares, so we are also tracking those in the two panels on the right. The top right panel shows monthly percent change in sales tax collections.  The RTA is a taxing authority and collects a percentage of all sales tax assessments across the six counties of the Chicago metropolitan area, and what you can see here is the portion that goes to the RTA.  The bottom right panel also shows monthly percent changes of our operators’ farebox revenue status.This particular dashboard is under review at this point.  We’ve put out a short survey asking users if they find it useful, what exactly they find useful about it, and for suggestions on how to improve it.  That survey actually just closed last Friday, so in the next coming months we will be implementing some changes.



STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD
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Our second dashboard uses a similar format to display the information we were presenting to our Board of Directors every quarter.  Each of these measures was chosen to reflect performance for at least one of our key agency goals.  The first piece of this dashboard is the explanatory piece on the leftmost panel which basically lets the viewer know where the data comes from and that it is unaudited, not final, and subject to change.  I think this is important, because we are getting the data rather quickly, around or 6 weeks following the month being reported, and I always go backward and update prior months of data because I know that sometimes estimates are used if data isn’t available by the reporting deadline.So here you can see four bar charts.  For three of them, the prior two years and the current year of data are shown.  Ridership and vehicle revenue miles (or the amount of service provided to customers) are in the panels across the top, along with a gauge showing average speed.  The blue bars show 2020 data, and you can easily see the huge plummet for ridership and in the service supplied in March and April of 2020.  The yellow line shows a full year of 2021 data, which shows a higher and continuing rebound throughout 2021.  2022 data are shown in maroon.  The capital expenditure panel on the bottom left was updated in the past few weeks to show monthly data (used to be quarterly).  The operating cost per passenger trip and fare revenue per passenger trip are shown in the middle bottom panel.  Showing two metrics on one chart was getting a little crowded, so we’ve just been showing last year and current year results for that piece.  And finally, in the bottom right panel, we have on-time performance.  All the panels here will by default reflect combined systemwide data for our fixed-route services but we do have a selector tool at the top right to get data for a specific agency. A couple upcoming changes will be happening soon: we will be adding a link to a monthly executive summary, a one-page document to discuss any anomalous data or some point of interest from that month.  Also, once our new strategic plan is implemented in January this dashboard will be somewhat revised to reflect new data points and show progress toward our new plan goals.  I also want to push to make it more relatable to our riders… I’m not too sure our riders understand vehicle revenue miles, but if we put in terms of say schedule adherence, that would probably resonate more with the viewer.  



PREVIOUS FINANCE DASHBOARD
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Here’s a glimpse of what our Finance team was presenting to the RTA Board of Directors on a monthly basis prior to this year.  This ‘dashboard’ was up and running for probably about 10 years and it worked great!  Tons of numbers, conditional formatting to point to problem results, everything is here and showing year-to-date results compared to the budgets.After we got our Strategic Performance dashboard up and running, the developer and I presented it at an all-staff meeting and before I was even done talking, got a message from someone in Finance asking what we could do for them.



CURRENT FINANCE DASHBOARD
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Here’s what we came up with.Here are all the same data points as on the prior slide, except for ridership which was dropped because we are already reporting that on the strategic dashboard, so Finance added in operating deficit as a new piece.  Actually, this dashboard has MORE data in it because now it’s being shown on a monthly basis instead of year-to-date, but really the beauty is visual and you can see that month-to-month variability.  In the Finance world and in their dashboard, we talk about current year’s performance (shown by the gold line) compared to the budget expectations (shown by the blue bars).  Of course, the pandemic and recovery from the pandemic affected actual performance as well as how our service operators budgeted throughout the year and we felt that showing monthly results told a more compelling and complete story.  This dashboard has an explanatory piece in the left panel, which includes a link to a one-pager that might discuss unexpected results, and also the buttons at the top right to focus on one particular agency’s results for each of the six metrics.  We did not completely abandon the year-to-date results and include them on a tab under each metric, this tab also includes a description of the measure in that panel.The data for this dashboard comes directly from our Service Boards in the first week or so of each month, and we update the dashboard the day before our board meeting.  Since we went live with this, our Finance team now focuses on one aspect of the data and presents a deep dive presentation, so they are able to use that time before the board to go into greater detail on timely topics that affect the operators’ budgets.



HOW DOES IT WORK?

• Excel interface workbooks 
+ CSV files

• Karin Allen: 
AllenK@RTAChicago.org

• ArcGIS Dashboards
• Hersh Singh:  

SinghH@RTAChicago.org
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Our dashboarding effort started by figuring out what data to include and roughly how it should look.  The toughest part might have been just organizing the data, and this has gone through several iterations but in the end, it’s a fairly simple spreadsheet with links to the files provided by our service providers or to NTD files that I download every month.  I just highlight and save the current data to overwrite a .csv file and email it to my colleague Hersh, who did the work of creating the actual dashboard.He used ArcGIS Dashboards, which is a hosted, customizable app available from ArcGIS Online.  The CSV files I produce power each of the panels, which update dynamically with the new data.  He gave me permission to post his information in case you would like to hear more about how to set up a dashboard.  Additionally, he produced mobile versions of each dashboard, which was a bit trickier than the desktop version.

mailto:AllenK@RTAChicago.org
mailto:SinghH@RTAChicago.org


WHAT’S NEXT?
• Reimagining
• Revisualizing
• More feedback
• More user-friendly
• Links

– COVID: COVID-19 Transit Dashboard (arcgis.com)
– Strategic Performance: RTA Strategic Performance Measures Dashboard 

(arcgis.com)
– Finance: RTA Finance Dashboard (arcgis.com)
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As I mentioned, we are in the process of producing a new strategic plan, and with that, developing some new metrics to chart our progress toward new goals.  In addition, the RTA’s website is under a renovation and rebranding effort which will be finalized in the coming months, so there will be changes as far as what measures are included and how they look, but we will continue to post timely data that will be more user-friendly as we gather input from the viewers of the site and hopefully, feedback from other transit professionals. I’d be happy to answer any questions

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/037eb95a8daa44f488e48d9afc09c38e
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/4d9dca064f57413faa44b0399d8e9a71
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/b9d9a7aba8ef477c8a15a05cf8040abf
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